Scene from the "Battle of Gettysburg" cyclorama.
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by Suzanne Wray
How Newark’s
A. J. Hahne
Helped Save
the Gettysburg
Cyclorama

T

oday visitors to the Civil War battlefield of Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania can see the Gettysburg Cyclorama, in the new
Visitors’ Center. After ascending to a viewing platform, they
are surrounded by a realistic painting created over 100 years ago, a
precursor of the virtual reality we know today. The cyclorama
survives in part due to the efforts of Albert J. Hahne, who purchased
the huge painting and displayed it for a time around the atrium of his
Newark, NJ department store.
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The Mesdag Panorama, The Hague,
from below. The viewing platform,
vellum, and skylights are visible.
Author's photo

Waterloo Panorama, near Brussels,
Belgium. Below the viewing platform,
showing part of the diorama in front of
the painting.
Author's photo

Virtual reality and immersive environments are familiar concepts
to most today, but less familiar are their precursors. These include
the panorama, also called “cyclorama.” In the nineteenth century,
viewers could immerse themselves in another world—a city, a
landscape, a battlefield—by entering a purpose-built building, and
climbing a spiral staircase to step onto a circular viewing platform. A
circular painting, painted to be as realistic as possible, surrounded
them. A three-dimensional foreground (the “faux terrain” or
“diorama”) disguised the point at which the painting ended and the
foreground began. The viewing platform hid the bottom of the
painting, and an umbrella-shaped “vellum” hung from the roof, hiding
the top of the painting and the skylights that admitted light to the
building. Cut off from any reference to the outside world, viewers
were immersed in the scene surrounding them, giving the sensation
of “being there.”1
An Irish artist, Robert Barker (1739–1806), conceived the circular
painting and patented the new art form on June 18, 1787. It was
1792 before one of his paintings was a success; by then, a word had
been coined: “panorama,” combining the Greek words PAN (all) and
HORAMA (view)—the “all-encompassing view.” The first permanent
panorama rotunda was erected in Leicester Square,
London, the following year, and the panorama became
popular throughout Europe as a form of virtual travel to
other cities, and as a “newsreel,” depicting recent
battles, since newspapers of the time could write about
battles but could not illustrate them.2
Some of these early panoramas were brought to the
United States and shown primarily in Philadelphia,
Boston, and New York, but interest faded. But in the late
1800s, there was a “panorama revival,” with French and
Belgian consortiums producing panoramas on an
almost industrial scale, standardizing the painting size
at 50 feet high and 400 feet in circumference, so that
panoramas could be exchanged between cities, moved
from rotunda to rotunda. Once a painting was installed,
stock companies were formed. In Belgium, panorama
companies earned huge sums for investors, and stock
exchanges advised investing in panoramas;
“panoramania” was born.
“Paris has now five or six panoramas, and London and
all the Continental cities of importance, with few
exceptions, at least one” wrote the New York Herald in
January of 1882, revealing that New York would at last
join the list of the cities with panoramas, with a French
company and a Belgian company each to open a painting within the
year.3 The Magazine of Art was less enthusiastic: “we are about to be
revisited by a plague which we thought had vanished from the
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Cut-away view of a cyclorama building.
Scientific American
Sue Boardman Collection,
courtesy Atlanta History Center

cultured places of the earth thirty years ago-we mean the plague of
panoramas.”4
In the years between visitations of the panoramic “plague,” the
word “panorama” had taken on a new meaning in the United States
when it was applied to the moving panorama, a form that had begun
in Europe but achieved its greatest popularity and success in
America. The moving panorama was, literally, a moving picture,
unrolled from one roller onto another in front of an audience, usually
accompanied by music and a narrator describing the painting. The
moving panorama could be quickly painted on muslin using
distemper paint, transported by horse and wagon, canal boat, or
railroad, to be set up and shown in a rented hall or schoolhouse.
Scene painters, sign painters and others tried their hand at creating
moving panoramas; some of these, from newspaper accounts, were
very bad.5
So when the circular panorama returned to America, promoters
used the word “cyclorama” instead, insisting that their works were
“not a panorama,” but a work of fine art, done in oil paint on Belgian
canvas by trained artists at great cost, and shown in a specially
constructed building.
The first panoramas brought to New York by the French and
Belgian companies showed, for the most part, European battles, and
were not terribly successful. Then, in 1883, the Belgian Panorama
Company installed Paul Philippoteaux’s Battle of Gettysburg in
Chicago. The painting showed “Pickett’s Charge,” a pivotal action in
the Civil War battle that took place in July 1, 2, and 3, 1863 in the
fields of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. The battle, which claimed 51,000
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Panorama painters and the Boston
Gettysburg cyclorama.
Original in the Gettysburg
National Military archives, NPS Gettysburg.

casualties, came to be known as “the High Tide of the Confederacy,”
the turning point of the war. The Union victory came after many
losses in earlier battles, and drove the Confederate troops
southward, lessening the danger of Southern attacks on Northern
cities.
The Gettysburg cyclorama was also a turning point for the
panoramic art form in America. It was still drawing visitors ten years
after it opened in Chicago—it was said that over two million people
saw it. Stockholders had earned about $25,000 a year during this
period. “No other picture ever so completely captured popular
fancy.”6 Civil War battles became the most popular subjects for
American cycloramas, but Gettysburg was the most popular of all.
Philippoteaux and his staff had painted the first Gettysburg in
Europe, having first come to the United States to study the battlefield,
which was photographed from the point of view selected, and to
interview generals and other officers and take their portraits. Careful
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Boston cyclorama building.
Sue Boardman Collection,
courtesy Atlanta History Center.

research was needed. A panorama could depict one spot at one time
of day in a battle, although some liberties could be taken. Veterans of
the war would be among those viewing the painting, and would
expect it to depict the action they had witnessed. Back in the studio,
a 1/10 scale of the painting was created; after it was transferred onto
paper in pen and ink, a grid was overlaid on it, with each section
designated by a number and
a letter. Each section was
then transferred on the huge
canvas, hanging from an
iron ring, attached to a
weighted iron ring at the
bottom. Artists painted from
a moving scaffold mounted
on rails; some specialized in
landscape, others in horses,
figures, or portraits, all
working under the guidance
of the head artist. The huge
size of the canvas, and its
curved
surface
(the
“hyperbolic curve”) required
that all lines must be drawn
curved if they were to appear straight and specially trained artists
were needed.
“Pretty soon,” wrote the Philadelphia Times, “no large town will be
complete without a cyclorama of Gettysburg.”7 Paul Philippoteaux,
the son of panorama painter Henri Felix Philippoteaux, painted four
Gettysburg panoramas: the first was shown in Chicago, the others in
Boston, Philadelphia, and New York. Charles Willoughby
(1838–1919), a successful Chicago clothing merchant,
commissioned the paintings and recruited Philippoteaux and artists
to come to America, where Edward Brandus (1857–1939), the
French art dealer who became Philippoteaux’s business partner, had
set up a circular wooden studio in Mott Haven, the Bronx, for the
production of panoramas. (This avoided the high duty on imported
paintings.) There were many, many other versions of the Gettysburg
cyclorama painted, many attributed to Philippoteaux, but not actually
painted by him. Some were “buckeyes,” copies produced by other,
competing, panorama studios.8 Some paintings were not of standard
“cyclorama” size; many were shown in tents at regional fairs, or in
venues such as skating rinks. But by the late 1800s, the cyclorama
“fad” faded, and panorama rotundas were converted to other uses—
theaters, skating rinks, automobile garages—or demolished, as their
locations were more valuable as real estate.9
By the mid-1880s, there was a revival of popular interest in the
Civil War after a period of historical “hibernation,” when veterans
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Cover of a Gettysburg cyclorama
souvenir booklet.
Sue Boardman Collection,
courtesy Atlanta History Center.

were pre-occupied with young families and new businesses, and
were not inclined to revisit their wartime experiences.10 At the same
time, the movement to commemorate Civil War battles and preserve
battlefields increased. In 1864 the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial
Association was formed to preserve portions of the battlefield as a
memorial to the Union Army; by 1893 over 850 monuments had been
placed on the battlefield. Reconciliation between Union and
Confederate veterans unified these groups to push for federal
support for battlefield preservation, and in 1895 Gettysburg was
designated a National Military Park.
In 1901, newspaper articles revealed that the Gettysburg
cyclorama once shown in Boston was stored in a rubbish-filled
vacant lot in a wooden box 3-feet high, 21/2-feet wide, and 50-feet
long. It had been there for years, exposed to the elements: “given over
to the encroachments of the rats, the wind and water, this splendid
spectacular painting, that once awed and thrilled thousands, is
stowed away like an old carpet.”11
This news interested a group of French citizens in purchasing the
painting, but Albert J. Hahne, owner of a Newark, N. J. department
store, “believed somebody ought to be patriotic to buy it and show it
in America.”12 The painting had been unrolled on a vacant lot in
Roxbury, Massachusetts, near Boston, for an agent sent by Hahne.
Fire had damaged the box containing the painting, but the cyclorama
itself was not damaged, although it had been cut into several pieces.
In March of 1911, Hahne brought the cyclorama to his
department store in downtown Newark and hung it in sections in the
building’s atrium, from the dome to below the fourth floor. “ . . .
Newark may count itself immensely fortunately in having such an
exhibition placed, in having a business concern with the courage and
enterprise essential to the purchasing outright of so great a picture
and placing it on exhibition without cost to the people,” stated a
Hahne & Co.’s advertisement in the Nutley, NJ Sun.13 A pamphlet was
printed describing the painting, and a photographer employed to
photographs the sections.
The Hahne family had been in the retail business in Newark since
1858, when Julius Hahne, Albert J. Hahne’s father, had opened a
small store there. By 1897, Hahne was quoted as saying his store
was “bigger by six times than the next biggest store in New Jersey [
. . . ] we cover seven acres, with 300,000 feet of shopping space, have
100 departments, employ 1,200 people and 75 delivery wagons.”14 A
new building on Broad and New Street had been built in 1901, the
first commercial building in Newark to be built as a department store.
Despite the claim that the painting was to be “on permanent
exhibition” at Hahne & Co., it was moved to New York City in June of
1911 and exhibited in the Twelfth Regiment Armory at Columbus
Avenue and Sixty-second Street. The painting’s size was given as
350-feet long and 28- feet high: “the work was painted in a circular
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Pension Building's Great Hall,
Washington D.C. (Now the National
Building Museum).
Author's photo

studio and was intended for display in a round building. It is fitted in
an irregular form in the drill hall, yet even under these conditions the
impression of conflict is graphic and startling.”15 The drill room
measured 175-feet by 200-feet, with a glass and iron ceiling 45-feet
above the floor.16
The cyclorama was displayed in Baltimore, Maryland, then in the
Pension Building in Washington D.C. By this time, an
effort by several Washington men was underway to
place the cyclorama in a permanent building on or near
the battlefield. An earlier effort had failed when, in
1910, a painting was sold to Chicago junk dealer for
$1.00. An option had been taken on property in
Gettysburg, and a permanent building to house the
painting planned. However, the panorama was not one
of Philippoteaux’s—it had been produced by panorama
promoters Reed and Gross, one of several
“Gettysburgs” painted in their Englewood, Illinois
studio.
Philippoteaux’s Battle of Gettysburg finally
arrived in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania on May 8, 1913
where the fiftieth anniversary of the battle was
observed in July of that year. The path had not been
smooth. A stock company had been formed by
Washington and Gettysburg men, a lease obtained
from Hahne, and funds raised for a building. Erection of
the building started in late 1912, but stopped when
money ran out. A receiver was appointed, and Hahne,
who held nearly all the stock of the corporation,
purchased the property, and work on the building
resumed.
In May of 1936, the Gettysburg cyclorama was
for sale, according to a letter sent by the executor of the estate of
Albert J. Hahne, who was recently deceased. The recipient of the
letter, Senator John S. Rice, was chairman of the Pennsylvania state
commission arranging the observance of the 75th anniversary of the
battle of Gettysburg.17 Finally, after two years of negotiations, the title
to the Gettysburg Cyclorama building and the Philippoteaux’s
“Pickett’s Charge” was transferred to the United States of America
and in 1942 both were placed under the control of the National Park
Service.
In 1962, a new Cyclorama Center opened in Gettysburg, a
modernist building by architect Richard Neutra, placed as close as
possible to the location depicted in the cyclorama. This rescued it
from its former building, which, without heat or humidity controls,
had allowed deterioration. Misguided attempts at restoration and
stabilization had added supports to the back of the painting and the
bottom was allowed to hang free, which caused further damage. By
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The new Museum and Visitors Center,
Gettysburg National Military Park.
Author's photo

the time the cyclorama was installed in the new building, it was 356feet in circumference and 26-feet high: by now it was missing much
of the sky, and a 14-foot-wide vertical section.18
By 1999, ideas about how the battlefield should be presented to
the public had again changed, and it was decided to restore it to its
1863 appearance. The Neutra building was demolished (despite
opposition) and the original visitors’ center and a parking lot torn
down. Chief Conservator David Olin, Perry Huston, and experienced
panorama restoration experts from Europe, did the immense amount
of work required. Again, the painting was conserved and restored: a
backing to which it had been glued was removed, water damage
repaired, and the canvas cleaned. Missing areas (including much of
the sky) were replaced and repainted. The hyperbolic curve was
restored since, without this, the correct illusion does not exist. The
beautifully restored cyclorama opened in 2008, now housed in a new
building that resembles a round barn, a building type that can be
found in the region, but its shape, stonework and cupola are based
on historic panorama rotundas. Visitors can again ascend (now via
escalator) to the viewing platform and be surrounded by the battle.
The Newark department store of Albert J. Hahne, who helped
save the cyclorama, has, like the painting, been restored. Before
World War I, the store passed from the Hahne family to R.H. Macy.
Later it became a division of Associated Dry Goods, a New York-
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based holding company, but was closed in 1987 after it became
unprofitable. Although it was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places in 1994, the building remained vacant for 30 years
before it was renovated by a public-private partnership: it is now
holds both retail space and apartments. The skylight over the atrium
where the pieces of the Gettysburg cyclorama had been hung years
ago was dismantled, restored, and reinstalled.19
Suzanne Wray has
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International Panorama
Council and the Magic
Lantern Society. She is a
member of the board of
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